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The “Vision Board Project” is an ongoing project which will be shared
during class, but is for YOU!

 
A Vision Board is an open ended project - meaning you can be as creative

as you like!

1. You can create the board on a 3 sided “Science Board” used in school for
projects, or on a large piece of foam core board. You can also think of other
creative ways to display your Goals!

2. Title on a separate piece of paper 5 or 6 Visions or Goals for your future you
would like to work towards and SEE them in your mind.

3. Once your core Visions & Goals are set, start to collect photos, words, and
items from magazines, your personal collection, or from the internet depicting
what you want for yourself.

4. You can also draw, collage, or write your visions onto the board. Remember -
however you want to create this is your choice! 

Below are a few examples, but the list could go on and on- it is a very individual
project:

Example: If you want to be a working model in Print, you could have a friend
take pictures of you and cut and paste your picture on the cover of your
favorite magazine to add to your board.
 
Example: If you want to improve your health, you could make an area on your
board with healthy lifestyle changes.
 
 Example: If college is one of your goals, put the initials or logo for the 
 College or University you want to attend on your board.
 
 Example: A tribute to your favorite model, singer, actor, dancer or performer.
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5. Once you have your board up and running, you will have a “Vision” of your own
personal successful future!

6. Hanging this board in your room where you can see it every day will be a
powerful reinforcement for you to stay on track and create your own reality.

Remember- Dreams are great, but making those dreams
come true takes 

PLANNING, DISCIPLINE, AND A VISION! 
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TINY TIMMY TRIMS THE TALL TREE WITH TINSEL.

TOY TRAINS TRAVEL TOGETHER TO TOY LAND.

DOUBLE BUBBLE GUM, BUBBLE DOUBLE.

FRESH FRIED FISH, FRESH FRIED FISH. FRESH FRIED FISH.

PICKY PEOPLE PICK PETER PAN PEANUT BUTTER

TWELVE TWINS TWIRLED TWELVE TWIGS.

THE CLEVER CLOWN CLOSED HIS CLUTTERED CLOSET.

KATE, THE KANGAROO, KNEW KARATE.

JONNIE JUMPED JOYFULLY INTO THE JEEP.

PRINCESS PATTY PICKED PURPLE POPPIES.

A BOX OF MIXED BISCUITS A MIXED BISCUIT BOX.

I SCREAM, YOU SCREAM, WE ALL SCREAM FOR ICE CREAM!

DADDY DRAWS DOORS, DADDY DRAWS DOORS, DADDY DRAWS DOORS.
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What is “Slating”?

“Slating” is the industry term for introducing yourself in an audition, whether
it’s in-person, virtual, or self-taped. The exact information you provide in a
slate will depend on what the casting team asks for, but often includes your
name, height, and location. In theater, it’s common for an actor to mention
what play their audition monologue is from. Voice actors may also be asked
to slate before a voiceover audition. 
 
Full Body Shot

When slating for a self-tape or a live virtual audition, the casting team may
request a full-body shot. (They’ll get a full-body shot if you’re auditioning in-
person, too, but at the office someone will direct you where to stand.) They
may also ask for profile shots to get a better sense of how you’ll look on
screen.

First Impression

An actor’s slate is usually the first moment that casting directors see them
outside of their headshot or demo reel, so it’s an important opportunity to
make an impression. You’ll soon be diving into someone else’s words, so
think of the slate as a small moment to showcase your personality. “Saying
your name seems so simple, which is why many give it no real thought,”
former casting director Carolyn Barry says. “This can be a mistake because
the slate provides important information about who you are. It depicts
confidence, or lack of, essence, a personality, and so much more.”
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You should slate as the character you’re about to read for. 
You should slate as yourself.

How do I slate for an audition?

There are two schools of thought for how to slate: 

Casting director Caroline Liem suggests splitting it down the middle and
performing your slate “with an energy I would describe as half you and half
the character.” Australian actor Lucy Fry (“Vampire Academy”)—who CD Marci
Liroff says is one of the best slaters she’s ever seen—approaches her slate
like a scene. “I try to fill it with the same energy that I would any action as the
character because focusing on energy, the breath, and the character makes it
feel easier,” Fry explains. “It’s the only chance you ever get to look directly at
the lens, so I try to channel the energy of the character with warmth and
confidence so the people watching it can see the way the character sits in me
through the eyes. I try to let myself be seen without pushing a fake smile or
worrying about what anyone thinks.” Whatever approach you choose, the
most important thing is that you’re comfortable while you slate. 
Slating should also be considered a separate component of the audition
process. In other words, take your time. Don’t rush into your sides or
monologue; take a moment after finishing your slate. This gives the casting
team a chance to catch up with you—and, more importantly, it gives you a
moment to prepare for the work you’re about to do.
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Representation
Present location
Height
Whether you’d be considered a local hire
Age
Union affiliation
Character you’re auditioning for

What should I say in a slate?

There’s no standard formula for a slate—exactly what you say will depend on
what the casting team or audition monitor requests. You’ll always be asked to
state your name, but other information you may be asked to provide
includes:

For example: “Hello, I’m John Doe. I’m 5’10”. I’m with Top Tier Talent. I’m AEA
and SAG-AFTRA, and I’m based out of Atlanta, Georgia.” The key here is to
follow directions exactly. If the casting team doesn’t mention slating at all in
their self-tape request, you can email them to ask whether or not they’d like
you to include one. (Not every casting office needs a slate! Some already have
your profile page set up online ahead of time.)
No matter how you introduce yourself, it’s important to do so clearly and
professionally. That’s not to say that you should treat this like a business
interview, but just remember that the main purpose of a slate is to provide
information. It’s important to be heard and understood.
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How do I film a full-body slate?

Casting directors often ask that actors include a full-body shot as part of their
slate, particularly in self-tapes. The best way to do a full-body slate is to start
with a medium close-up shot featuring your head and shoulders. State the 
 
information requested, then pause (or cut) and pull out to a wide shot that
shows your entire body. Then either zoom or cut back to the close-up shot
and jump into the scene. All of this should be shot horizontally—don’t switch
to a vertical orientation when you pull back for a full-body shot.
If you’re auditioning virtually, make sure that you’ve set up your space so you
have room to move away from the camera for the full-body shot. “A lot of
people would be perfectly framed in chest up fashion, but then when it was
time to slate, they physically couldn’t move,” Maribeth Fox, who cast Epix’s
“Bridge and Tunnel,” says of live video auditions. “You have to make sure that
you’re ready to go. They might be in a tiny, well-lit bathroom sitting on a toilet
and can’t step back. Try to find some type of flexible space where you can
tape and do Zoom auditions, it’s super helpful.”

What about slating for voiceover?

There is some debate about whether or not voice actors should slate before
an audition. In general, the rules are the same for voiceover as they are for
any other medium: The best course of action is to follow instructions. Most
casting directors, voiceover included, will be very specific about what
information should be included in a voice actors’ slate. 

When it comes to tone, casting director Jen Rudin stresses that you should
slate as yourself. “I want to hear what your normal speaking voice is before
you start the copy,” she says. “I want to meet you, not the manufactured
voiceover you. I need to hear what you really sound like. This is very
important, especially if the copy is very animated.”
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SLATING 
 WITH
EMOTIONS
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Depending on the TYPE of audition you go to, you may need to slate
showcasing a certain emotion. For example, you wouldn't do a big smiley
slate if you were auditioning for a serious role in a dramatic movie!

SLATING WITH EMOTION. 

Now that we have reviewed the basic slate - let’s introduce emotions!
Choose from the list of emotions in the pictures below. These emotions can  
be used to help students practice emotions when working on their
commercials at home.
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slating with emotion
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slating with emotion
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QUICK Character Personality Identifier
Human Beings are very complex and unique. That being said, people can still be

categorized into four main personality types. Use this Quick Character
Personality Identifier as a guide to identify the dominant personality type of your

character. This sheet will help guide you to strong acting choices in alignment
with the behavior of your character’s personality type.

 

The Controller 

An outgoing, task-oriented individual who is
focused on getting things done, getting to the
bottom line as quickly as possible and MAKING IT
HAPPEN!
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Goal oriented
 Organized 
Seeks practical solutions 
Quick action 
Delegates 
Insists on production 
Little tolerance for mistakes 
Doesn't analyze details 
Rash decisions 
Demanding 
Dominates others 
Sound leader 
Quick to answer 
Decides for others
Knows everything
Independent 
Impatient 
Quick-tempered 
Can't relax 
Won't give up when losing 
Does not need approval 
Once their mind is set, they do it, no matter how difficult. 

Personality Traits :

A controller is quick to take action, and moves in a direct fashion with
purpose. A controller uses definitive language to state his or her opinion
with confidence. They are insistent, demanding, dominating and tend to
speak in affirmative statements rather than ask questions.
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Talkative 
Storyteller 
Life of the party 
Sense of humor 
Emotional 
Childlike 
Lives in the present 
Changeable disposition 
Creative and colorful 
Inspires other to join 

Personality Traits :

THE PROMOTER

An outgoing, people-oriented individual who
loves to interact, socialize and have fun. This
person is focused on what others may think of
him or her
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Charming 
Makes friends easily 
Loves people
 Thrives on compliments 
Spontaneous 
Exaggerates and elaborates 
Restless
 Egotistical 
Blusters and complains 
Loud 
Angers easily 
Irresponsible
 Undisciplined 
Decides by feelings
Easily distracted 
Disorganized
 Forgetful 
Hates to be alone 
Wants to be popular 
Dominates conversations 
Interrupts and doesn't listen 
Answers for others
 Fickle 
Makes excuses 
Repeats mistakes

A promoter loves to talk more than anything else. They are a natural
storyteller and use creative, colorful language to entertain and engage
others. Promoters are in touch with their feelings and let their emotions
guide their decision-making. Promoters are also quick to change their
opinion in order to remain liked, which they value highly. 
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THE SUPPORTER

A reserved, people-oriented individual who enjoys
relationships, helping or supporting other people
and working together as a team. 

Introverted 
Low-key personality 
Easygoing 
Patient 
Well-balanced 
Consistent
Sympathetic 
Kind Peaceful and agreeable 
Mediates problems 
Non-confrontational 

Personality Traits :
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Doesn't get upset easily
 Inoffensive 
Good listener 
Quiet will of iron 
Shy 
Compromising 
Would rather watch
 Resists change

A supporter tends to be extremely family oriented. They put the
needs of others first. A supporter may be quiet, but is a keen
observer and uses that awareness in the decision-making process.
Supporters tend to communicate through asking - asking for their
needs to be met, asking for permission. Supporter language is filled
with non-confrontational questions.
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the analytical

A reserved, task-oriented individual who seeks
value, consistency and quality information. This
person focuses on being correct and accurate. 

Introverted
The Thinker 
Deep and thoughtful 
Serious 
Purposeful 
Genius prone
 Schedule oriented 
Perfectionist 
An analytical lives for accuracy! 
S/he is guided by thought and analysis. This is reflected in the language an analytical type
will use. Numbers, figures, percentages, extreme-detail and accuracy are what an
analytical uses to express him/herself. 

Personality Traits :
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They ask a lot of questions, particularly having to do with the need for
more data or information. 
Analytical tend not to express their feelings directly, but they do hold
long term grudges and have long memories. 
Hesitant 
Spends too much time planning 
Prefers analysis to work 
High standards 
Thorough 
Orderly and organized 
Neat and tidy
 Economical
 Loves data
 Wants it done right 
Hard to please 
Meticulous 
Socially awkward 
Critical of others 
Makes friends cautiously 
Content in the background, 
Will listen to complaints 
Can solve others problems 
Remembers the negative 
Off in another world 
Too introspective 
Not people oriented 
Holds back affection
 Indecisive
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An Analytical lives for accuracy! They are guided by thought and analysis.
This is reflected in the language an analytical type will use. Numbers,
figures, percentages, extreme-detail and accuracy are what an analytical
uses to express him/herself. They ask a lot of questions, particularly
having to do with the need for more data or information. Analytical tend
not to express their feelings directly, but they do hold long term grudges
and have long memories
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Write them out. When you write your lines down word for word (with a
pen and paper not typing) you are creating deeper neural pathways in
your brain, literally deepening the connection and memory you have to
the text. Connecting your mind to the action of writing the lines down
and seeing them at the same time is a powerful tool. For even better
results, you can increase the effectiveness by speaking the words out
loud as you write them down as well. 

Quiz Yourself. Use a scrap piece of paper to cover up everything but the
one line you are trying to memorize. Continue to read the same line
over and over again. Once you feel comfortable, try reciting the line
without looking at it. If you can, move on to the next line and start the
process over again.If you make a mistake, be diligent about going back
to the beginning again! Don’t move on until you get it right! 

Get Moving! Just like writing down your lines, moving your body while
speaking or listening to your lines helps deepen the mind body
connection! Record yourself speaking the lines and take yourself for a
walk while listening to them! Speak the lines out loud along with the
recording for added memorization! 

The Rehearsal Pro App. This is a virtual scene partner and is a great tool
if you need someone to run lines with and can't find a friend or parent
who is available. You can highlight your lines in the app, record the
other character’s lines, and even use it as a teleprompter. 
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STAGES
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runway
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Theater
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PARTS OF A STAGE
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OlloClip has a range of lens sets that range in price from $80-120 that
come with a pocket-size tripod that you can place on something to get
steady filming.

Self Taping For Beginners
 

A self-tape is a pre-recorded video audition that a model or actor submits to the
casting director or creative team. Models/actors film themselves reading select
portions of the script (sides), then edit the footage and send it in electronically.
Some people find self-tapes more stressful than in-person auditions, since it
requires a certain amount of planning and technical know-how. Others prefer
the lack of pressure and audition jitters—with self-tapes, you can keep filming
until you are happy with the final product. 

In most cases, a casting director will specifically request that you send in a self-
tape. They’ll do so after viewing your demo reel, headshot, and resume that
have been submitted by either you or your agent or manager. As part of the
self-tape request, the casting director will provide the sides, additional
instructions for filming, and the deadline.Occasionally, you may run across an
open call where anyone can submit a self-tape—similar to open calls for theater
auditions where anyone can show up—but for the most part, you’ll only submit
a self-tape if it’s requested.

You need four pieces of equipment to film a quality self-tape: a cell phone
camera (or a DSLR), a tripod and rig, a mic, and lights. These are the basics of an
at-home film studio and will help ensure professional-grade audio and video. 

SELF TAPE EQUIPMENT

Camera: 
It’s totally acceptable to use the camera on your cell phone for a self-taped
audition. Always make sure to film using the camera (not on selfie mode) this
will enhance the video quality significantly. If you would like to enhance the
video quality even more, below is a list of external lenses for iPhones 
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Moment has a selection of high-quality lenses that are compatible with
many types of phones, in addition to their own selection of phone cases.
They run from $90 to $100.

DxO ONE actually replaces your phone’s camera, rather than
augmenting it. It plugs into your phone and uses the display as a
viewfinder. It also comes with full HD video. 

If you want to get fancier than your smartphone and are willing to invest
in a DSLR of your own, try the Canon EOS Rebel T7i—it’s an excellent
starter camera. (Consider buying an older model, a preowned one, or a
refurbished product from an authorized dealer to slash a few hundred
dollars off the sticker price.) You’ll also need a number of accessories,
such as a memory card, lens, etc. Make sure to factor those into the
total cost.

UBeesize Phone Tripod is a shorter tripod with flexible legs that allow
it to be balanced on many different types of surfaces. It costs $16 and
comes with a universal clip to make sure any type of phone is secure.

Eocean iPhone Tripod can stand on its own at 50 inches tall. It’s
designed specifically to hold an iPhone and also comes with a universal
rig, level indicator, and carrying case. 

TIP: Avoid filming with your laptop—most accessories to improve your video quality
aren’t compatible with laptop cameras, making it more difficult to get professional-
looking footage.

Tripod and rig: 
You should attach your phone or camera to a tripod in order to get a stable,
high-quality shot for your self-tape. Which tripod you need depends on the
device you’re using to film, and the location you plan to film:
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Neewer 64” Tripod is an adjustable full-length tripod that’s
compatible with both cameras and phones (rig not included).

Aoonar ll078 Universal Smartphone Adapter is a standard phone
rig that attaches to a tripod; it’s cheap and has great reviews.
Ulanzi Smartphone Video Rig also allows you to mount a lighting
and microphone attachment (sold separately) right onto the rig itself.
Iographer sells a variety of phone cases in the $50-60 range that are
compatible with tripods. Rather than clipping your phone into a
separate rig, you snap it into the phone case itself.

LimoStudio sells popular softbox lights that cost between $40 and
$70, depending on the kit.

Neewer 160 LED Video Light is the classic go-to for affordable lights.
Each one costs about $20. (Make sure you purchase a tripod and
battery pack for each light separately.) 

Some tripods come with rigs, which serve as a mounting mechanism to attach
your phone or camera to the tripod itself. But if you need to purchase a rig
separately here are a few solid options:

Lights:
: Lighting is very important for a high-quality self-tape. Casting directors must
be able to clearly see your face in the shot, but the lighting shouldn’t be so
bright that it washes you out, either. Natural light is great especially when
you’re just getting started and acquiring gear. However, make sure
you’re monitoring it closely as it will likely change throughout filming
depending on cloud cover or weather conditions. It’s always best to use
two light sources: a key light (from the front) and a fill light (from the side). You
may have to play around with where you set your lights up to avoid distracting
shadows in the back and ensure that your face is evenly lit. You have several
lighting options, depending on your budget:
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Fovitec StudioPRO 600 LED Panel is the same type of light as the
Neewer LED, but has 600 individual LED lights instead of 160. Of
course, professional-level lighting comes with a higher price tag—you’ll
pay a hefty $180 per light. 

Rode VideoMic will capture crisp, clear, high-quality audio without
breaking the bank. It also plugs directly into the headphone jack on
your phone.

Shure MV88 plugs directly into the charger, making it better suited for
newer iPhones without a headphone jack. Its settings can be optimized
for the type of audio, including speech, singing, and acoustic
instrumentals—making it a good option for actors recording a musical
theater audition.

TIP: Ring lights are another popular & affordable option for self-tapes. The bonus of
filming with a ring light is that you can avoid having to purchase an additional rig
and use the phone clip attached to the ting light instead! 

 In general, avoid using the flashlight function on your phone as a lighting
source. It can be difficult to manipulate if you are also using your phone for
filming and may prove too harsh.

Microphone: 
Sound quality is crucial for a good self-tape. You should never use a phone to
record without an external microphone; it will pick up all sorts of distracting
ambient noise.
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RØDE VideoMic Pro is one of the most popular shotgun mics
available. It’s ultra-compact, lightweight, and has shock-mounting and
a built-in windscreen.
Audio-Technica’s ATR3350 is a budget-friendly lavalier mic. It has a
low profile designed for decreased visibility, while also being
omnidirectional.

If you are using a DSLR camera to record your audition, the sound quality is
probably fine—but an external mic attachment can help take it to the next
level. The most popular type of mic available for this purpose is the shotgun
microphone, which can be placed on top of the camera. Another option is the
lavalier microphone, which can be attached to your shirt near your mouth.

For self-tapes, avoid using a hand-held mic or headset, since they’ll distract
from your on-screen presence. Boom mics are also best left to film crews—
you can get high-quality audio with another, simpler, microphone that doesn’t
require another set of hands.

TIP: If you must use your phone audio for the audition, use an editing tool (
many are free) such as audacity, or imovie, to edit out background noises. 

Backgrounds:
 Self-tape backgrounds should be a solid, neutral color like white or gray.
(Several industry experts also recommend blue.) You can go one of two
routes: Use a blank wall in your home, or purchase a professional screen.
Avoid filming in front of patterned wallpaper, overly bright paint colors, or
artwork or other objects—all of which could distract the casting director from
your performance. If you can’t find a neutral backdrop, here are some screen
options to consider:
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Neewer Collapsible Backdrop is an easy, cheap option. It runs
about $20 and comes with a choice of a black or white fabric
backdrop. (It has other colors as well, but neutral is best for self-tape
auditions.)

LimoStudio Backdrop Support System Stand has over 3,000 reviews
on Amazon and is adjustable, which can be nice if you tend to film in
different spaces or move a lot. Please note: You have to buy the
clamps and fabric backdrop separately.

Upland Softbox Lighting Kit includes three backdrops, the
backdrop support stand, and two softbox lights in one package; it
totals $110.

TIP: For a more budget-friendly option, casting director Caroline Liem also
suggests hanging a bed sheet, or curtain, behind you to create a solid background.
Whatever you hang, make sure it is wrinkle free (steamed) and non distracting! We
want YOU to be the main focus!

SELF TAPE PREP
 

Should I be OFF BOOK? In an ideal world, you would be completely off-book
by the time you film your self-tape. But in reality, many invitations to submit a
video audition come just a day or two before the deadline—so do your best
to memorize as many of the lines as possible with the time you’re given. If you
want to set yourself apart from the pack it is strongly recommended that you
treat every self tape just as seriously as an in person audition. Casting offices
will be reviewing your work, represent yourself like a professional and they
will remember you as such! 
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The easiest (and cheapest) way to edit your self-tape audition is to use
iMovie. It’s user-friendly, and if you film on your phone, you can edit your
whole audition without even having to transfer it to your computer. You
can cut the scenes, add text, photos, music, and transitions, all with
iMovie. 
The more professional (and expensive) program that is popular to use is
Final Cut Pro. This allows for more advanced editing techniques, but is not
often necessary for a regular self-tape audition and is better suited for
editing films that are to be produced and seen in their own right. The
personal version of Final Cut Pro is $299.99.

WHAT SHOULD I WEAR?

Wear a form-fitting top when taping your audition, since the shot will be tight.
Stick with solid colors—but avoid hues that blend in with the background,
wash you out, or match your skin tone too closely. Collared tops or V-necks
are the most flattering on camera. Steer clear of red, black, or white, for a
self-tape. White tends to create a green halo effect, black looks like a shadow,
and red tones are often distorted by the camera. 

Directions/ Notes from Casting:
It’s always important to make sure you READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS
THOROUGHLY. Every audition is a little different and casting has specific
requirements for every self tape. Whether it’s directions on how to label your
files, slate, or wardrobe- if you don't pay attention to the instructions given
you run the risk of your tape not being viewed or considered- even if the
performance is great.

Slating:
You should slate for a self-taped audition only if the casting director’s
instructions request it. Every audition is different so make sure to read the
slating requirements carefully so you don’t leave out any specific information.
Some want full-body shots, others tight close-ups or profile shots. If the
instructions don’t specify, shoot slate vertically and the read horizontally (if
you’re filming on your phone) and upload them separately. 

Editing:
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How do I submit a self-tape?
 

Self tape auditions are uploaded to professional casting websites such as
ActorsAccess, castingnetworks, or castittalent, and then sent directly to
casting for review. In some cases agents/managers may review your tapes
first before sending directly to casting. Actors can create profiles on these
sites with or without representation and submit for jobs anywhere in the
world!

To submit a self-tape audition, always follow the casting director’s instructions
to the letter—and don’t send hard copies along with your electronic
submission.

You’d be amazed at how many actors don’t fully follow casting’s directions for
submitting self-tapes. This could include instructions such as: what needs to
be included in the slate, the length of the piece, the number of takes to
include, what to wear, when the audition is due, if the different scenes should
be sent as separate files or all part of one file, what type of file to send, etc.
Give yourself a boost by carefully reading the directions, following them
exactly, and then double-checking them before you press send. 

Consider submitting early if possible. “If you’re a last-minute kind of person,
you might be missing out on a hidden opportunity,” notes casting director
Caroline Liem. “Every office is different, but some view self-tapes as they
arrive. If there’s time before the due date and your read is strong or just
missing the mark, we’ll circle back with notes more in line with the vision for
the role. 
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Circle the little moments. A look, a smile, an uncomfortable silence, a
kiss, etc. Sometimes the moments between the lines are just as important.
Don’t be afraid of pauses. You can say so much about a character’s history
with one look, one eye roll, one justified pause.

Figure out what just happened. In television and film, scenes usually
start in the middle. What happened right before your first line? What did
someone just say to you? Your first line is always a response. Figure out
where your character is coming from and what emotional level to start at.
Do you start the scene angry? How angry on a scale of 1 to 10? I write down
a number to calibrate my character’s emotions at the top.

Memorize your first and last line. So important. Establish that
connection right away with your eyes. Start the scene on a great note, even
if you have no idea what your next line is.

Dog-ear the pages. Nothing kills a cold read more than an awkward
silence when an actor is struggling to turn the page. A simple fold at the
bottom right of the page will make it easier to stay in the scene, flip the
page, and keep the momentum moving.

Follow the 80/20 rule. Eighty percent of your attention on the reader, 20
percent on the script. Follow along with your thumb, and every time you
look down, grab your line and come right back up. Think of your script as a
rubber band. You will never lose your place this way. The more you look
down, the more you lose your audience and interrupt the important
moments.

Listen, listen, listen! This is so important. Once you say your line, be
interested in the response. Take a two second pause before you look down.
A lot of actors forget this in their effort to get to the next line. It’s just as
much about the other person’s lines as it is about yours. Even if there is a
pause before you get your next line, as least you're listening in the scene
and absorbing what is being said (as we do in real life).
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Answer the big questions. Who am I? What do I want? Who am I talking to
and how do I feel about him or her? Where am I? (A crowded bar, an
interrogation room, a park.) This is what drives the scene and creates the
circumstances for the scene to come to life. Write it at the top so you don’t
forget.

Don’t “death grip” the script. Be confident and relaxed—hold the script in
front of you with one hand (so you can look down quickly with your eyes when
necessary, and not your whole head like a “bobble-head actor”). Avoid the
famous two-handed, desperate, white knuckle “I’m gonna win an Oscar!” death
grip. Act like you’ve had the script for weeks. Look the reader in the eyes (not
for too long; it’s creepy), take a breath, and find that chemistry to make the
scene come to life.

Stay in character. Allow for mistakes. You will most likely get hung up on
words. Simply stay in character when you are turning the page, looking for
your next line, without any kind of apology or awkward facial expression. That
is being a true professional. Be present for two minutes.

Find the emotion. The emotion is more important than the lines. Sure, it’s
important to say the writer’s words, but if everyone is reading the same lines,
you have to find your unique spin on those lines, your opinion about the lines,
and what emotion is brewing underneath. That is where the lines come from,
and in a cold read, you have to come up with that choice quickly.
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Before giving in to the temptations of grease or artificial
flavoring, try these tasty alternatives instead. These energy-
producing snacks are some healthy options that will keep you
energized throughout the day!

**Remember, protein bars and drinking lots of water will keep you going throughout
your busy day. Stay hydrated and only choose healthy snacks!** 

Question: Does health play a role in becoming a successful actor, model, singer
or dancer?
 Answer: Absolutely!  

Question: Why is health important for performers?
Answer: Successful actors, models, singers, and dancers all exude vitality and are
able to maintain high levels of energy during stressful auditions, throughout long
days on set or during grueling performances and interviews. 
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Question: How do you know you’re healthy?
Answer: You are healthy when you have energy throughout the day (without
needing caffeine), when your moods are level, and when you are in good 
 health most of the time (you don’t get sick very often, or catch colds or the flu
easily).

By the way, “getting sick” is NOT just the result of contact with germs 
(because germs are everywhere). 

 
We get sick because our immune system is low. 

This can be caused by poor nutrition, lack of sleep, stress and lack of
movement/exercise.
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Putting together an acting resume is probably the first and easiest thing an
aspiring actor should do. But here’s the conundrum: how do you make an

acting resume with no experience? If you’re in this position, don’t sweat it. It’s
not a big deal. Really, it’s not.

 
In reality, almost every single actor has been in a position of having an empty

actor resume. We’ve all started out acting with no credits.
As a newcomer, you’ll have to get comfortable with the idea that you’re a fresh

face on the block, you won’t be signed by any top talent agencies in Los Angeles
(yet) and you’ll have to work with what you have.

 
Below, we will quickly walk you through what an actor resume is, what purpose

it serves, the standards for an acting resume, and the best way to go about
writing your actor resume when you have no experience to list.

What’s an acting resume, and why do you need one?
 

I’m sure everybody knows what a CV (curriculum vitae) is. It’s that piece of paper
that people use to show to their potential employers.

An actor’s resume is the exact same thing that you use when they’re looking to
book acting auditions. It serves the same purpose, and is even structured
similarly.

Alongside your headshot, an acting resume is one of the most important actor’s
marketing tools that every aspiring thespian needs to have. It’s your calling card.
You will list all of your acting experience, education, acting training and special
skills that you have alongside your contact information, and a few physical stats.
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When you submit for an acting job, a CD (casting director) will receive your full
actor’s package: actor resume, headshot and, if you have it, your demo reel/clips.
The CD will look at your headshot first (!) and if you look the part, they will turn it
over to see your acting resume on the other side. They’ll scan through your
physical stats, your credits and, sometimes, your special skills if that applies.

Say your resume looks professional, your look fits the part, and the CD is happy
with your experience and credits. In this case, you’re going to get a call about an
audition. Congratulations! You just got your first audition:)

Even if you have not done any acting work whatsoever, you can still put together
an actor resume with no experience, and send it over to CDs with confidence.

Despite your worst fears (we’ve all been there, trust me), nobody’s going to think
of you poorly if you have little or no acting experience. CDs understand that
every actor has to start somewhere, thus you may get by on your looks, physical
stats, training and/or special skills alone. Most importantly, don’t get discouraged
if you don’t. Simply move onto the next project.

Bottom Line: An acting resume is what every actor needs to put together as soon
as they’ve decided to enter show business. It’s their calling card.
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An acting resume is ALWAYS only one sheet of paper. No exceptions.
It must have enough white space to be read easily (hey, you’re perfect for it!)
It should be sized to fit a 8×10 headshot so that you can staple it to the back.
Use standard fonts such as Arial or Times New Roman.
Do not cram the resume with too many things. Keep it simple and relevant.
Do not use any colors. It’s just black and white, plus headings for sections.
Never lie on your resume. You’ll be surprised how quickly that gets out.

Acting Resume Basics
 

Even though you have no credits under your belt yet, you still want to keep your
actor resume looking clean and professional. Here are some basics to go by
when structuring an acting CV:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

These are the primary “rules” for a professional looking acting resume. What
matters the most in an acting resume is the basic information that’s easy to see:
personal details at the top, followed by credits and then training. You can choose
different formats, just keep it clean and easy to read.

Bottom Line: Your acting resume should look clean, professional, adapted for
quick reading, and with the most recent and most relevant credits.
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Television credits. 

Similarly to film credits, start with the name of the show, then the type of role
(different to film type roles; see below), followed by television network and the
director’s name. The same applies to Web Series/Webisodes productions.

Film credits. 

In this section, start with the name of the show, followed by the type of role (NOT
your character’s name; see below) you did, then the production company and
finally director’s name.

Theater credits. 

Again, begin with the name of the production/play, followed by your
role/character’s name (this time it’s the other way around), then the theater
company’s name and the location of where the production took place.
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Actor’s name. This is where your stage name (not your legal name) goes.
Simple.
Union title. If you’re not affiliated with any actor’s union, then skip this part.
Phone number. Always use the number by which you can be reached any
time.
Physical stats. Self-explanatory. NEVER put your age or date of birth on the
resume.

Acting Resume Format
Your personal information. 

1.

2.
3.

4.

After the basic personal information, we’re moving onto the credits and what
acting experience you have.

Experience

Normally, this is where you would list all your credits, from television to film to
theater to new media. If you’re pursuing acting in Los Angeles, most of your work
will be focused on Film/TV, thus one resume is usually enough. However, people
in New York City, for example, will often have at least two actor resumes: one
focused on screen work, one on stage work. If you don’t have much acting
experience, then one acting CV will be enough.
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Training and Education

In this section, list all the relevant acting training that you’ve had so far. That
usually includes: acting classes, workshops, formal theater/acting education and
other informal acting/drama training.

Begin by listing the name of your acting teacher (for private/group classes) or the
institution where you’ve studied acting. Right next to it you’ll list what type of
acting classes those were, which you’ll know after you’ve taken them. There’s too
many for me to list, but the most common are Scene Study, Cold Reading,
Audition Technique, Improv, and On-Camera Class. In the third column of this
section, it’s the location.

Now in terms of what goes where vertically. Normally, you’ll have your formal and
probably oldest acting education at the bottom, which is the college or drama
school that you went to. Even if you think it’s the best type of training you have
received, that’s usually not how casting directors and agents think.

Keep the classes that you’re currently taking at the very top of this section, and
add “(ongoing)” right next to them. After that, list any other acting class or
workshop that you’ve taken chronologically with the oldest class at the bottom of
the list.
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I want all of you to look up the meaning of the word “fluent.” Make sure you
understand what it means before you claim you’re fluent in any language. I’m
fluent in three, and I always test actors when I see one of those languages
listed on their résumé. Care to guess how many couldn’t respond to a simple
question in the language they’re supposed to be fluent in?

Special Skills

When listing special skills, always be as specific as possible and make sure to list
your proficiency level. For example: Ballet (intermediate), Swimming (Beginner)
etc.. Be honest with yourself. If you’ve only strummed a guitar a few times in your
life, don’t put Guitar on there. If you’ve played basketball in high school which
was 10 years ago, don’t put Basketball in there. Also, don’t write down things like
Running and Whistling, unless you’re a professional. Also, they will often test you
on languages, so if you put down that you’re fluent in any language you better be
prepared to speak it.

As you can see, agents do care and they do their due diligence.

Bottom Line: Always stick to the standard actor resume format, and don’t
reinvent the wheel. Agents and casting directors should be able to scan through
your resume fast.
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Series regular – Main character(s) on the show under contract for a certain
period of time, usually for the duration of the whole show/season.
Recurring – Second most important TV acting role type. These are usually
signed to appear on the show in multiple episodes.
Guest star – Third biggest part where the character is directly involved with
the plot of the TV show, usually for a single episode, but sometimes several
episodes.
Co-star – A small speaking part that will only be involved in one episode for a
small period of screen time.
Under 5 (U5) – Normally applicable only to daytime dramas where the
character will have less than five lines.

Lead – Protagonist. Main character of the story on whom the whole film is
centered.
Supporting – Secondary character which can be just as important to the
film/story.
Principal – A small part with spoken lines where the character will usually
interact with one of the above characters for a short period, but doesn’t add
much to the story.
Featured – A non-speaking part where the character gets enough facetime.
This is not the same as an Extra, but sometimes Extras are promoted to
Featured roles.

Film and TV role types

Here is a quick breakdown of film and television role types. This is something
every aspiring actor in Los Angeles has to know. You’ll be surprised how often
you’ll soon be using these terms.

TV role types

Film Role Types
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Always, always list film and television credits under separate sections. You’ll
see some bad actor resume examples where they’re filled under “Film/TV.”
DO NOT do this, because it will make your acting resume look very
unprofessional. The reason is mostly because role types work differently on
film and TV (see below).

Once you get more experience under your belt, try to remove some of the
older and/or less important stuff from the resume. Keeping it clean will make
you look more professional. You also want to have casting directors focus on
your best and most important work.

You can list your credits any way you want. Some people list them
chronologically, but I usually suggest listing your best work at the top so that
it catches peoples’ attention.

Never put extra/background work on your resume. The reason being is that
extra work is not considered acting. Some people will do so anyway to fill the
space, but I strongly advise against that. If you’re ever asked about that part,
and you have to say that you were actually a background on the set, that will
make you look very unprofessional.

When listing theater credits, you don’t usually name the director. However, if
the director’s name is really well-known, I would list that either alongside the
theater company’s name, or instead of the location if you’re short for space
(similar to Film/TV credit format).

A few quick tips:
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Putting together a modeling resume is probably the first and easiest thing an
aspiring model should do. But here’s the conundrum: how do you make a

model resume with no experience? If you’re in this position, don’t sweat it. It’s
not a big deal. Really, it’s not.

 
In reality, almost every single model has been in a position of having an empty

resume. We’ve all started somewhere.
 

As a newcomer, you’ll have to get comfortable with the idea that you’re a fresh
face on the block, you won’t be signed by any top talent agencies (yet) and you’ll

have to work with what you have.
 

Below, we will quickly walk you through what a model resume is, what purpose
it serves, the standards for a model resume, and the best way to go about

writing your resume when you have no experience to list.
 
 

What’s a modeling resume, and why do you need one?
 

I’m sure everybody knows what a CV (curriculum vitae) is. It’s that piece of paper
that people use to show to their potential employers.

A model resume is the exact same thing that you use when looking to book
modeling jobs. It serves the same purpose, and is even structured similarly.

Alongside your headshot, a resume is one of the most important modeling
marketing tools that every aspiring model needs to have. It’s your calling card.
You will list all of your experience, education, training and special skills that you
have alongside your contact information, and a few physical stats.
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When you submit for a modeling job, a CD (casting director) will receive your full
modeling package: resume, headshot, comp card, portfolio, and, if you have it,
your demo reel/clips. The CD will look at your headshot first (!) and if you look at
the part, they will turn it over to see your resume on the other side. They’ll scan
through your physical stats, your credits and, sometimes, your special skills if
that applies.

Say your resume looks professional, your look fits the part, and the CD is happy
with your experience and credits. In this case, you’re going to get a call about an
audition. Congratulations! You just got your first audition:)

Even if you have not done any modeling work whatsoever, you can still put
together a modeling resume with no experience, and send it over to CDs with
confidence.

Despite your worst fears (we’ve all been there, trust me), nobody’s going to think
of you poorly if you have little or no experience. CDs understand that every
model has to start somewhere, as long as you are honest about where you are,
and represent yourself as a professional it will not be held against you. Most
importantly, don’t get discouraged if you don’t book a job. Simply move onto the
next project.

Bottom Line: A modeling resume is what every model needs to put
together as soon as they’ve decided to enter the business. It’s their
calling card.
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A model resume is ALWAYS only one sheet of paper. No exceptions.
It must have enough white space to be read easily 
It should be sized to fit a 8×10 headshot so that you can staple it to the back.
Use standard fonts such as Arial or Times New Roman.
Do not cram the resume with too many things. Keep it simple and relevant.
All columns and rows must be lined up and clean. 
Do not use any colors. It’s just black and white, plus headings for sections.
Never lie on your resume. You’ll be surprised how quickly that gets out.

Basics of a professional Model resume

Even though you have no credits under your belt yet, you still want to keep your
resume looking clean and professional. Here are some basics to go by when
structuring a modeling resume.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

These are the primary “rules” for a professional looking resume. What matters
the most in a modeling resume is the basic information that’s easy to see:
personal details at the top, followed by credits and then training. You can choose
different formats, just keep it clean and easy to read.

Bottom Line: Your resume should look clean, professional, adapted for quick
reading, and with the most recent and most relevant credits.
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Model’s name. This is where your stage name (not your legal name) goes.
Simple.
Union title. If you’re not affiliated with any union, then skip this part.
Phone number. Always use the number by which you can be reached any
time.
Physical stats. Self-explanatory. NEVER put your age or date of birth on the
resume.

Modeling Resume Format
 

Your personal information. 

1.

2.
3.

4.

After the basic personal information, we’re moving onto the credits and what
acting experience you have.

Your modeling experience.

Normally, this is where you would list all your credits, from modeling to
commercials, television. film, theater and new media. If you’re pursuing
modeling/acting in Los Angeles, most of your work will be focused on Film/TV,
thus one resume is usually enough. However, people in New York City, for
example, will often have at least two actor resumes: one focused on screen work,
one on stage work. If you don’t have much modeling or acting experience, then
one resume will be enough.
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Modeling Credits. 

Depending on where you live, you should separate your credits. Those who live
on the West Coast would list film and television credits first, followed by theatre
credits. On the east coast, it is the exact opposite. A model should list fashion
shows, commercial photography, commercials and any theater you have been
involved in.

Examples of how to list your modeling skills and experience:
 

NAME OF SHOOT TYPE OF SHOOT TYPE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Vogue High Fashion Wave Photography
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Television credits. 

Similarly to film credits, start with the name of the show, then the type of role
(different to film type roles; see below), followed by television network and the
director’s name. The same applies to Web Series/Webisodes productions.

Film credits. 

In this section, start with the name of the show, followed by the type of role (NOT
your character’s name; see below) you did, then the production company and
finally director’s name.

Theater credits. 

Again, begin with the name of the production/play, followed by your
role/character’s name (this time it’s the other way around), then the theater
company’s name and the location of where the production took place.

In the section below, you will find instructions on how to format your
acting credits. When you’re just getting started, it’s okay to put both on
one resume. As you gain more industry experience you will create two

separate resumes, one for modeling, & one for acting. 
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Always, always list film and television credits under separate sections. You’ll
see some bad actor resume examples where they’re filled under “Film/TV.”
DO NOT do this, because it will make your acting resume look very
unprofessional. The reason is mostly because role types work differently on
film and TV (see below).

Once you get more experience under your belt, try to remove some of the
older and/or less important stuff from the resume. Keeping it clean will make
you look more professional. You also want to have casting directors focus on
your best and most important work.

You can list your credits any way you want. Some people list them
chronologically, but I usually suggest listing your best work at the top so that
it catches peoples’ attention.

Never put extra/background work on your resume. The reason being is that
extra work is not considered acting. Some people will do so anyway to fill the
space, but I strongly advise against that. If you’re ever asked about that part,
and you have to say that you were actually a background on the set, that will
make you look very unprofessional.

When listing theater credits, you don’t usually name the director. However, if
the director’s name is really well-known, I would list that either alongside the
theater company’s name, or instead of the location if you’re short for space
(similar to Film/TV credit format).

A few quick tips:
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Training and Education

In this section, list all the relevant acting training that you’ve had so far. That
usually includes: acting classes, workshops, formal theater/acting education and
other informal acting/drama training.

Begin by listing the name of your acting teacher (for private/group classes) or the
institution where you’ve studied acting. Right next to it you’ll list what type of
acting classes those were, which you’ll know after you’ve taken them. There’s too
many for me to list, but the most common are Scene Study, Cold Reading,
Audition Technique, Improv, and On-Camera Class. In the third column of this
section, it’s the location.

Now in terms of what goes where vertically. Normally, you’ll have your formal and
probably oldest acting education at the bottom, which is the college or drama
school that you went to. Even if you think it’s the best type of training you have
received, that’s usually not how casting directors and agents think.

Keep the classes that you’re currently taking at the very top of this section, and
add “(ongoing)” right next to them. After that, list any other acting class or
workshop that you’ve taken chronologically with the oldest class at the bottom of
the list.
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I want all of you to look up the meaning of the word “fluent.” Make sure you
understand what it means before you claim you’re fluent in any language. I’m
fluent in three, and I always test actors when I see one of those languages
listed on their résumé. Care to guess how many couldn’t respond to a simple
question in the language they’re supposed to be fluent in?

Special Skills

When listing special skills, always be as specific as possible and make sure to list
your proficiency level. For example: Ballet (intermediate), Swimming (Beginner)
etc.. Be honest with yourself. If you’ve only strummed a guitar a few times in your
life, don’t put Guitar on there. If you’ve played basketball in high school which
was 10 years ago, don’t put Basketball in there. Also, don’t write down things like
Running and Whistling, unless you’re a professional. Also, they will often test you
on languages, so if you put down that you’re fluent in any language you better be
prepared to speak it.

As you can see, agents do care and they do their due diligence.

Bottom Line: Always stick to the standard actor resume format, and
don’t reinvent the wheel. Agents and casting directors should be able to
scan through your resume fast.
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Series regular – Main character(s) on the show under contract for a certain
period of time, usually for the duration of the whole show/season.
Recurring – Second most important TV acting role type. These are usually
signed to appear on the show in multiple episodes.
Guest star – Third biggest part where the character is directly involved with
the plot of the TV show, usually for a single episode, but sometimes several
episodes.
Co-star – A small speaking part that will only be involved in one episode for a
small period of screen time.
Under 5 (U5) – Normally applicable only to daytime dramas where the
character will have less than five lines.

Lead – Protagonist. Main character of the story on whom the whole film is
centered.
Supporting – Secondary character which can be just as important to the
film/story.
Principal – A small part with spoken lines where the character will usually
interact with one of the above characters for a short period, but doesn’t add
much to the story.
Featured – A non-speaking part where the character gets enough facetime.
This is not the same as an Extra, but sometimes Extras are promoted to
Featured roles.

Film and TV role types

Here is a quick breakdown of film and television role types. This is something
every aspiring actor in Los Angeles has to know. You’ll be surprised how often
you’ll soon be using these terms.

TV role types

Film Role Types
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Sample Female Model Resume

 

*Explain all forms of training with location and dates, including:
Dance/Voice/Acting etc….
 High School - expected graduation June 2018
 Colleges – (major)
 Any degrees held

*****NOTE: Your resume is to be submitted with a Comp Card or Head Shot,
or with attached link to photos or with attached photos if sent via email.
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SAMPLE MALE MODEL RESUME 

*Explain all forms of training with location and dates, including:
Dance/Voice/Acting etc….
 High School - expected graduation June 2018
 Colleges – (major)
 Any degrees held

*****NOTE: Your resume is to be submitted with a Comp Card or Head
Shot, or with attached link to photos or with attached photos if sent
via email.
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SAMPLE COVER LETTER
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Make sure you’re well rested! You need to look & feel your best. 
Double check your location & call time! Map your route the night before &
make a plan.
Pack several outfit options to showcase a variety of looks. 
Pack your Model Bag! Essentials for every shoot include: Makeup & Hair Kit,
Safety Pins, Variety of Undergarments, Healthy Snacks, Water, & Skincare
Kit.

Breathe. Always remember to breathe & appear at ease. 
Posture. Keep your back straight & shoulders up but relaxed. Don’t slouch! 
Limbs. When posing, make sure to differentiate your arms & legs with
asymmetrical poses. If you have one arm long and straight by your side,
make sure the other is bent. Continue the asymmetry to your legs. If one is
straight, give the other a casual bend. 

Be on time. Punctuality is always important at every photoshoot. 
Safety Tip: if you are going to the location alone, make sure to text the
address, or better yet share your location with a close friend or family
member. 
Be professional. Always present yourself in a professional manner whether
it be your first or 100th Photoshoot. Photographers are often well-
connected in the modeling industry & reputation is important.
Communicate with the photographer as much as possible. They should
know all your expectations, ideas, & the look you’re trying to achieve. 

Preparation

Basic Photo Posing Tips

Shoot Day

1.
2.

3.

4.
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Whether you are a freelance model or signed with an agency, you need to employ an
experienced photographer. You need to have a variety of high-quality images, and your

portfolio needs to be constantly updated.  

Follow the tips below to help make your modeling shoot a success:

1. Be on time. Punctuality is always important at every photo shoot.
 
2. Safety Tip - If you are not taking anyone with you to the photo shoot, let
someone know where you are. 

3. Bring several outfits to showcase your many fashion styles. 

4. Take your own makeup to the photo shoot, even if there will be a make-up artist. 

5. Never feel pressured to do anything that you do not feel comfortable with at a
photo shoot. 

6. There should always be a signed release at every photo shoot. This should
specify where and how your images might be used. 

7. Make sure you are well-rested, especially if a lot of travel is involved. You need to
look and feel rested and fresh. 

8. Always present yourself in a very professional manner whether it be your first or
100th photo shoot. Photographers are often well-connected in the modeling
industry and reputation is important. 

9. Keep your modeling portfolio updated with the latest fashion and clothing
trends. One image isn’t going to make your modeling career.   

10. Communicate with the photographer as much as possible. He/she should know
all your expectations, suggestions, ideas, and the look you’re trying to achieve.

11. After the photo shoot, get input on which photos are best. Not just from the
photographer, but also from friends, family, your agent, and any other industry
professional. 79





Most beautiful photographs don’t come naturally even with the 
most experienced models. A photographer can give you some photo tips and guide

you through a variety of model poses throughout the photo shoots

1. Breathe
Do not hold your breath for a modeling pose; always remember to breathe and
appear at ease. 

2. Posture
Keep your back straight and your shoulders up, but relaxed. Slouching affects the
mood of the photograph and enlarges the appearances of your stomach. Flex
your stomach muscles. This will make your abdomen appear more toned and
support your posture. 

3. Limbs
When posing, make sure to differentiate your arms and legs with asymmetrical
poses. If you have one arm long and straight by your side, make sure the other
arm is bent. The bend will make the modeling pose look more real, less artificial.
Continue the asymmetry to your legs. If one leg is locked straight, give the other
leg a casual bend. 

4. Camera
Do not always look directly into the camera. To enhance the quality of your photo
shoot, look away from the camera with a mix of head and eye poses. Your head
and neck can remain stationary and your eyes can do all the work. Look off to the
right or left side. Tilt your neck. Try different facial expressions. 

5. Sitting Poses
Don’t slack off during sitting poses. If you are sitting down or reclining, put your
weight on the back of one thigh, rather than distributing your weight equally on
both thighs. This pose will result in a slimming effect! 
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6. Smile
To add variety to your modeling poses, try switching up your smile with a cute
frown, a bratty pout, a friendly laugh, or even an edgy scowl. Your facial
expressions can make or break the overall look of your modeling poses. 

Make sure the photo shoot includes different fashion styles. Remember your
modeling portfolio and comp card need to show a diverse set of photographs,
styles, and poses. 
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